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Abstract:

The semantic knowledge revealed by the continuously increasing amount of digitized legal
documents is highly relevant to the reader. Since documents are mostly available as unstructured data, they are not processable by computer systems. We provide support for this business need by implementing a software component, enabling semantic analysis and structuring of legal contracts. Hence, different approaches to Named Entity Recognition are incorporated into an Apache UIMA pipeline. The evaluation of the developed system, using German legal data, demonstrates the applicability of such approaches.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, many sectors face the obstacle called digitalization. So, does the legal domain as well. When
talking about digitalization, it must be distinguished between unstructured, semi-structured and structured
data. In terms of digitizing texts these distinctions must be considered as well [HASHMI 2015]. Structured
data can be processed very well and it is the simplest way to manage information. However, semi-structured
and in particular unstructured data is hard to process. Hence, transforming unstructured or semi-structured
data into structured data is an important task in order to manage and process information [SVYATKOVSKIY ET AL. 2016].
The rising of legal technology is highlighted by the increasing number of digitized legal documents, in particular legal contracts [SARAVANAN ET AL. 2009]. After capturing these, in many cases they are only
available as unstructured or semi-structured data and thus barely processable by computer systems. However,
the semantic knowledge within such a document is highly relevant to the reader. A huge added value can be
created, when modelling and structuring these digitized legal documents properly [WALTER 2009]. This is
in particular also true, due to the fact that lawyers and legal experts use different wording a lot. Having two
lawyers creating two contracts with the same intent, the result is most likely two different contracts. Furthermore, legal contracts include a lot of information which is not highly relevant to the reader [HASHMI
2015]. When there is a structured way of revealing the crucial information while neglecting superfluous passages of text of such a document, the resulting view would be the same. This is the main motivation behind
this work.
The technical capabilities in order to accomplish such a task have arisen most recently. Intensive digital work
is becoming more and more attractive, due to the increasing possibilities of text mining capabilities, support

for data, time, and knowledge [WALTL ET AL. 2017]. Having the legal technology on a growing branch,
along with all the new technical capabilities, as well as the fact, that the structuring of text through computersupported-analysis is very attractive for the legal domain, further research in terms of semantically analyzing
and structuring legal contracts is an interesting and promising task.
This work provides support for this business need by implementing a software component, enabling semantic
analysis and structuring of legal contracts. In order to implement this process, common natural language
processing (NLP) tasks like named entity recognition (NER) and named entity disambiguation (NED) are
incorporated into an Apache unstructured information management architecture (UIMA) pipeline.

2. Related Work
There has been a lot of work on NER, in particular for the English language [SANG/DE MEULDER 2003].
Jurafsky summarizes a lot of his research in his book Speech & Language processing [JURAFSKY 2007, p.
349 ff.]. Borthwick [BORTHWICK/GRISHMAN 1999] gives a good overview about the research in this
field. When recognizing named entities (NEs), we distinguish between distinct categories. The literature as
well as various shared tasks suggest different categorizations. Borthwick [BORTHWICK/GRISHMAN
1999] for instance, uses the following categories in his work: person, location, organization, date, time, percentage, monetary value, and "non-of-the-above". The CoNLL-2003 shared task suggests to use just three,
respectively four, categories: person, location, organization, and other [SANG/DE MEULDER 2003]. Such a
categorization of NE types often depends on the domain. For this work, the suggestion from CoNLL-2003
was assumed, enhanced by some of the categories from the literature. This led to the following set of categories: person, organization, location, date, money value, reference, and other.
Developing a NER system for German is a difficult, but well researched task. German is a wide-spread and
comparatively well-resourced language [BENIKOVA ET AL. 2015]. However, yet only three notable datasets exist, namely CoNNL-data [SANG/DE MEULDER 2003], an extension to user-generated content by
Faruqui and Padó [FARUQUI/PADÓ 2010] and the NoSta-D NE dataset [BENIKOVA ET AL. 2014]. Even
though there has been a lot of German NE taggers, there is just one freely available developed by Benikova
et al. [BENIKOVA ET AL. 2015]. Faruqui and Padó [FARUQUI/PADÓ 2010] created a German NER
model for the Stanford NER, which is licensed under the GNU General Public License. Stanford NER is also
known as a conditional random field (CRF) classifier [FINKEL ET AL. 2005]. A NER system based on the
maximum entropy model (MEM) for German was developed by Bender et al. [BENDER ET AL. 2003].
Chieu and Ng [CHIEU/NG 2002] as well as Curran and Clark [CURRAN/CLARK 2003] created similar
systems for the German language in the course of the CoNNL-2003 shared task. Florian et al. [FLORIAN ET
AL. 2003] and Klein et al. [KLEIN ET AL. 2003] came up with an approach to German NER, using a combination of MEM and other techniques. The CoNNL-2013 [BENIKOVA ET AL. 2014] shared task caused
further research in German NER.
Even though legal informatics is on a growing limb [WALTL ET AL. 2017], not much research has been
conducted concerning NER in the legal domain. Dozier et al. [DOZIER ET AL. 2010] discusses NER in
legal documents such as US case law, depositions, pleadings, and other trial documents. Hereby they differentiate between judges, attorneys, companies, jurisdictions, and courts as NE types. They outline three methods in their discussion: lookup, context rules, and statistical models. A nested NER system with neural networks was defined and implemented by Reimers et al. [REIMERS ET AL. 2014]. The system was developed
during the GermEval-2014 shared task and got inspired by the findings of Collobert et al. [COLLOBERT ET
AL. 2011].
NED is defined as the process of linking a NE to an entry in some resource, which is the correct one for the
context of occurrence [BUNESCU/PASCA 2006]. When we talk about linking or disambiguating NEs, the
literature often uses the term named entity linking (NEL) or NED for that task. In this work, the term NED is

used in order to describe the task of linking a NE to a semantic function or role. Manning dedicates a whole
chapter in his book Statistical NLP [MANNING 1999, p. 229 ff.] to the linking of words to senses. He suggests different techniques for Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD): supervised disambiguation, unsupervised
disambiguation as well as a dictionary-based disambiguation. The same suggestions are made by Jurafsky in
his book Speech & Language Processing [JURAFSKY 2000]. By applying small changes, those approaches
may be feasible to NED as well.

3. Conceptual Overview
In order to achieve the goal of semantically analyzing and structuring legal contracts, a process consisting of
NER and NED was defined. This concept serves as a reference for the actual implementation. For the explanation of this concept, the example of an employment agreement is taken. The first step towards the extraction of semantic knowledge is the application of NER. The goal of this step is to extract all NEs in the
agreement. The result of this task is illustrated in the left column of Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Conceptual overview of the recognition and disambiguation process

Once the NEs are recognized, the actual disambiguation can take place. Each contract needs to be modeled.
For that reason, the prototypical implementation allows the definition of such a semantic model. For the sake
of this example, assuming a model with roles like Employer, Employee, Cancellation period and End of contract, Figure 3.1 includes both steps of the NER and NED process. The phrase "Technische Universität München" is recognized and classified as an organization in the first step. During the second step, the NE is
linked to the respective role Employer. This is the basic concept behind the software component, being implemented in the course of this paper. Figure 3.2 depicts the described concept within a conceptual software
architecture. It reflects the basic architecture of the semantic analysis component. The Semantic Analysis
Component consists of two sub components, that is: (1) the Named Entity Recognition component, and (2)
the Named Entity Disambiguation component. The former gets a Contract as input and performs NER on it.
Optionally for the templated NER, it consumes a Template, too. This results in an Annotated Contract. This
Annotated Contract is forwarded to the disambiguation component. Depending on the approach, a Template,
external resources such as knowledge bases as well as Artificial Intelligence (AI) is used to create the Structured Contract. The three implemented approaches of this work are discussed in Section 4.

Figure 3.2: Conceptual architecture of the semantic analysis component

4. Recognizing Named Entities and Linking towards Semantic Models
The prototypical implementation has been done in an existing legal data science environment, that
allows the collaboration on legal documents. The environment is a web application implemented
with a Java back-end. Apache UIMA, developed by IBM and also used in IBM Watson, conduces as a
reference architecture. The Apache UIMA utilizes the use of pipelines to process legal texts. This is achieved
by a state-of-the-art pipes & filters architecture. Such a pipeline allows the incorporation of various

NLP tasks, by implementing Apache UIMA components. The different steps such as tokenization,
sentence splitting, or part-of-speech (POS) tagging are executed subsequently. Thereby, the pipeline
is executed on a legal text. The processing results are stored in UIMA Common Analysis System
(CAS) objects for further processing. More details on the data science environment, the different
components and the base line architecture to perform computational intensive data analysis processes on large text corpora can be found in [WALTL ET AL. 2016].
4.1. Named Entity Recognition Pipelines
Three different approaches to NER are utilized in this paper. Each approach was integrated into an Apache
UIMA pipeline, as described in the previous section, which is embedded in our legal data science environment. The following sections treat each of the three pipelines in greater detail.

4.1.1. GermaNER
GermaNER, a generic German NE tagger that can be readily used from command line or integrated into any
NLP application to automatically tag NEs, was used. For the latter sense, the tagger is available as an Apache
UIMA component. A crucial contribution to the NER community has been made, due to the fact that this
system is under a permissive license that allows academic and commercial use without licensing fees. This
system integrates a CRF [LAFFERTY ET AL. 2001] for sequence tagging. CRFs are scalable, highly accurate and easy to use as the training data can be prepared without the need of ML experts [HOEFEL/ELKAN
2008]. The CRFsuite by Okazaki [OKAZAKI 2007] has been integrated into a clearTK UIMA framework
[BETHARD 2014]. This enables more convenient training, feature annotation, classification and entity extraction [BENIKOVA ET AL 2015]. Hereby the system is highly configurable, as it allows the user to either
use the built-in model, or train it with new training data and feature sets, while the standard model is optimized with the existing feature set. A nice benefit of this system is its NER tagger pipeline. The pipeline
consists of distinct components integrated into an UIMA [FERRUCCI/LALLY 2004] pipeline written in the
Java programming language. This allows us to easily integrate the tool into our system.
GermaNER only accepts the CoNLL-2013 format as input. Such a file contains one token per line, while
sentence should be separated by a blank line. The output of the tagger is a tab separated file. The first column
corresponds to the same as in the input file. In the second column, the predicted NE tag is stored in form of
the Beginning-Inside-Outside (BIO) scheme. The BIO-scheme suggest to learn classifiers that identify the
beginning, the inside and the outside of the text segments [RATINOV/ROTH 2009]. Our system however,

holds legal documents at html-formatted texts. For that reason, our pipeline first removes the html
tags, before we perform tokenization and sentence splitting. Eventually, a specific transformer creates a CoNLL representation of the actual legal document. All this information is stored in a CAS
object and forwarded through the pipeline. Eventually the GermaNER component tries to identify
the NEs. While GermaNER is responsible for the extraction of persons, organizations, locations and
others, rule-based approaches are applied to the other types. We have used regex rules to identify
dates and money values. The work from Landthaler et al. [LANDTHALER ET AL. 2016] was used
to identify references. Since GermaNER uses its own type system, the recognized NEs are transformed into our own type system within Lexia. This step allows us to further process the recognized

NEs. Afterwards, the pipeline finishes with a post-processing, in order to enrich the html representation with the gained information.
4.1.2. DBpedia Spotlight
DBpedia is an interlinking hub in the web of data, enabling access to many data sources in the linked open
data cloud [MENDES ET AL. 2011]. DBpedia contains about 3.5 million resources from Wikipedia. The
ontology is populated with classes such as places, persons or organizations. Furthermore, fine-grained classifications like soccer players or IT companies is existing. Resources possess attributes as well as relations to
each other [DAIBER ET AL. 2013]. Mendes et al. [MENDES ET AL. 2011] developed DBpedia Spotlight
Annotator to enable the linkage of web documents with that hub. It is a system to perform annotation tasks
on text fragments, such as documents, paragraphs or sentences, provided by a user. Hereby, the user wishes
to identify URIs for resources mentioned within that text. This can be seen as a typical NER system.
From a technical point of view, the integration of the DBpedia Spotlight UIMA component has been done in
the same fashion as the GermaNER component. Our pipeline performs HTML stripping in order to feed
plain text to the DBpedia Spotlight UIMA component. After the NE extraction, the component described in
the previous section for post-processing is reused, as well as the type system transformation.

4.1.3. Templated Named Entity Recognition
In the course of this study, a new approach to NER in contracts was developed. This approach is called templated NER. The creation of a contract is mainly a manual and intensive task. Legal practitioners need to be
able to understand requirements of a deal to define a suitable contract [ROUSSEAU/GRELLER 1994].
However, often existing contracts are refined, instead of creating a new contract from scratch. Over time, this
lead to the existence of contract templates. For simple circumstances such as a rental deal, contract templates
exist. The legal expert only needs to fill the placeholders with the respective information. Contract creation
via templates is pretty common today [MINAKOV ET AL. 2007]. Having this in mind, NER can be
achieved easily on contracts, defined by a template, as long as the template is at hand as well.
The intuition behind this templated NER approach is that, if we compare an actual contract with its template,
only the populated information remains as differences. When thinking about relevant information in a contract, mostly NEs emerge. With other words, when a contract template is filled in the majority of information
are NEs. Of course, this method basically just picks off the low hanging fruits, nonetheless it is a valid NER
system for that specific kind of contracts.

Figure 4.1: Example sentence from a template

A possible example of a sentence from such a template is shown in Figure 4.1. For the placeholders, a concept has been used, where two dashes followed by some word ensued by another two dashes indicate a NE.
With other words, the following regex highlights a placeholder "(–)*.(–)". During the contract creation process, such a template may be filled as follows.

Figure 4.2: Example sentence from an instantiated template

Figure 4.2 depicts an instantiated template. The goal of a templated NER approach, is to extract the three
NEs: (1) 12, (2) MacBook Pros, and (3) Apple. By comparing the template and the instance, it is exposed that
those three NEs are the only difference between the two sentences. That is already the concept behind templated NER, which is implemented in the course of this study. In order to implement it, Google’s DiffMatch-Patch1 (DMP) algorithm is utilized. The algorithm is based on Myer’s diff algorithm [MYERS 1986].
When executing the algorithm, only pairs of differences augmented by the diff-option (equal, insert, and
delete) are returned. Due to this, no types can be extracted, but just the NEs. However, the next section deals
with the NED, which actually goes even further as having a type system for NEs.

4.2. Named Entity Disambiguation
As already mentioned in Section 2, legal data corpora are rare, in particular when talking about annotated
data. In order to perform NED to link NEs towards semantic functions such as employee, huge data sets are
required. We have no access to such data yet. For that reason, we have not built a classifier for NED yet.
However, the templated NER approach from the previous section, can be extended to perform NED.
Having a template of a contract, we can create a semantic model with regard to the template. To be more
precise, a template consists of various placeholders, where the actual content is inserted during the contract
creation process. A semantic model of such a contract, can be created while adding each placeholder to the
model (as a type or an attribute). Going even further and regarding the placeholder names in the model, a
linking is already created. Of course, the linking is established manually and this is basically just picking up
the low hanging fruits, but this enables the straight process from NER, via NED towards a populated semantic model of a contract.

5. Evaluation
5.1. Evaluation Method
In terms of evaluating the NER approaches, each of the three implemented techniques was first evaluated,
before the obtained results were compared. Different evaluation metrics exist for the evaluation of NER systems [NADEAU/SEKINE 2007]. The assessment is basically to check the system’s ability on finding the
boundaries of names and their correct types. The evaluation in this work only approves a tagged span, when
it is equal to the span enclosing the actual NE, with other words, perfect matching is required. For the evaluation, the state of the art approach of IR and IE has been used. This means that a confusion matrix was created for every approach. Based on this confusion matrix, each NE type was evaluated first [JURAFSKY 2000],
by means of precision, recall, and F1 measure. Afterwards the overall measures for each method were determined. Hereby the accuracy was not used, because it is quite superfluous for a NER system. Just a minority
of all tokens from a given text represent NEs. Thus, TN of such a system are very high relatively to the total
number of tokens [JURAFSKY 2000, SANG/DE MEULDER 2003].

5.2. Data Set
As already mentioned in Section 2, data sets for NER barely exist within the legal domain. As a consequence, the evaluation data set for this work has to be created manually. Since the focus of this work is semantically analyzing and structuring legal contracts, an evaluation corpus consisting of contracts would be a
great fit. However, due to a lack of contracts in this study, the evaluation of the GermaNER pipeline and
DBpedia Spotlight pipeline was performed on judgments. A corpus of 500 judgments from the law of tenancy of the 8th Zivilsentat of the German BGH was downloaded from Rechtsprechung im Internet2. A random
selection of 20 judgments out of this corpus constitute the evaluation dataset, used for this assessment. The
1
2

http://code.google.com/archive/p/google-diff-match-patch
http://www.rechtsprechung-im-internet.de

data set consisted of 25.423 token. Since these judgments were not annotated, a gold standard was created by
hand as well.
NE Types
Count

PER
114

ORG
106

LOC
45

DA
267

MV
78

REF
310

OTH
O
182 24314

Table 5.1: Composition of the evaluation data set

The composition of this data set is shown in Table 5.1. This distribution of NE types is pretty common for
the legal domain. The abbreviations used in the table, are applied for the rest of this chapter, while O is referring to not a NE. Templates do not exist for judgments and hence, the templated NER approach had to be
evaluated on legal contracts. For this reason, 5 different contracts were selected: (1) a purchase agreement,
(2) a lease contract, (3) an employment agreement, (4) a lease agreement for commercial premises, and (5) a
GmbH contract. This ended up in a total of 7790 token, including the distribution of NEs as depicted in Table 5.2.
NE Types
Count

PER
14

ORG
8

LOC
23

DA
38

MV
23

REF
25

OTH
46

O
7614

Table 5.2: Composition of the evaluation data set for templated NER

5.3. Assessment
In the course of this work, only templated NED is implemented. An evaluation based on measures such as
precision, recall, and F1 measure, as it has been done for NER approaches is not suitable at this point. The
concept behind templated NED is quite simple, (cf. Section 4.2). The disambiguation is solved by means of
comparing the placeholder names in the template with the type and attribute names in the semantic model.
This linking works always, as long as the user chooses the names accordingly. Hence, an error only occurs, if
there is a mismatch between the naming in the semantic model and the contract template. It does not make
sense to evaluate the person, who defined the evaluation set. One could suggest to conduct the evaluation by
incorporating the whole process from the textual contract representation via NER and NED to the populated
semantic model. However, only NEs recognized by the templated NER can be linked and thus, the evaluation result would mirror the results from assessing templated NER. This is the reason, why no evaluation was
performed on templated NED, but just for NER. In order to get more accurate results, the evaluation was
performed three rounds for each method. The average values for these three rounds was then used to answer
the three main questions, as discussed in the next sections.

5.3.1. Which implemented NER pipeline performs best?
It is not common to compare three systems, whereas one of the systems was evaluated on a different evaluation data set. However, for this work it was not possible to evaluate all three approaches on the same data, as
already mentioned in Section 5.2. Table 5.3 summarizes the results of this evaluation.
Per-entity F1
System
Templated
GermaNER
DBpedia

PER
0.88
0.35
0.51

ORG
0.77
0.71
0.76

LOC
0.82
0.45
0.52

DA
0.86
0.91
0.91

MV
0.88
0.89
0.86

Overall
REF
0.93
0.91
0.91

OTH
0.71
0.33
0.59

P
0.94
0.98
0.87

R
0.91
0.68
0.87

Table 5.3: NER performance of all three systems over the evaluation data set

F1
0.92
0.80
0.87

The overall performance of templated NER (F1) clearly exceeds the results of the pipelines incorporating
GermaNER and DBpedia Spotlight. Comparing just the two latter, GermaNER reveals the better overall
precision (0.98) over DBpedia Spotlight (0.87). This is not unexpectedly due to the fact that knowledge bases
consist of a huge variety of different terms, which lead to the recognition of many tokens actually not representing any NE of interest. On the other side, the higher overall recall of DBpedia Spotlight (0.87 over 0.68),
is not a surprise either, caused by the same fact. Hence, DBpedia Spotlight overall outperformed GermaNER
(overall F1 of 0.87 over 0.80). Nonetheless, templated NER is a very suitable and outstanding approach for
NER on legal contracts, as long as templates exist. Both systems, GermaNER and DBpedia Spotlight were
incorporated into a pipeline, but the system implemented in this work offers the possibility for errors as well.
This leads to the assumption, that the two tools could improve way better, when evaluating independently
from this system. When looking at different evaluations, such as the CoNNL-2013 shared task [BENIKOVE
ET AL. 2014, BENIKOVA ET Al. 2015] or the evaluation of DBpedia Spotlight [MENDES ET AL. 2011],
this assumption is partially confirmed.

5.3.2. Which NE type is recognized best?
The answer to this question can be easily given. The types being recognized via rule-based approaches (date,
money value, and reference) obviously perform the best. This is mainly caused due to the structure which
represents types like those. Once those types are neglected, organizations perform the best.

5.3.3. Which NE type is recognized worst?
The type other has in its nature, that it not just compromises miscellaneous entities, it also often covers NE
of other types, falling through their own classifiers. Moreover, there exist a huge variety of different NE
types, excluding the set of categories used in this work. All those types shall be recognized by the other type.
This may be feasible for a system such as DBpedia Spotlight, but statistical approaches and even the templated NER approach, clearly fail to detect all NEs of such types.

6. Conclusion and Outlook
6.1. Conclusion
In this work, a prototypical implementation enabling the semantic analysis and structuring of legal contracts
was designed and developed, utilizing Lexia. Common concepts and strategies found in the literature study
form the basis for the developed requirements and solutions. Three different NER methods, namely GermaNER, DBpedia Spotlight, as well as an individually developed solution called templated NER are responsible for the extraction of NEs. The disambiguation of the recognized entities towards semantic functions,
which are represented in semantic models, is done by NED. When having individual domain specific models, it is very hard to incorporate proper NED. This is mainly because of the lack of training data. In order to
attain the breakthrough from a legal contract to a populated contract model, this work implemented the templated NED approach. By means of this approach, a contract model was successfully populated with semantic information within the contract. The pipeline architecture is based on Apache UIMA and thus can be easily extended. This enables the integration of existing analysis engines, used in Lexia, into the pipelines for
NER and NED. Future work on the semantic analysis of legal contracts, can be easily integrated into the
existing pipeline architecture. The evaluation of the different approaches used in this study showed, that
templated NER is an appropriate approach to recognizing NEs within legal contracts, which are based on
templates. It also revealed the applicability of common NER tools like GermaNER or DBpedia within the
legal domain, but also showed the necessity of future research in this field.

The prototypical implementation along with the outcomes of this work are an additional knowledge base and
provide an appropriate starting point for future research in the fields of NER and NED on German legal contracts.

6.2. Limitations and Future Work
Even though this work provides a good starting point for further work, some limitations described must be
kept in mind.
Although each evaluation experiment was conducted three times in order to obtain a significant result, and
even though the results looked still quite promising, the evaluation experiments require further replication to
attain a statistically significant value. This is caused in particular due to the manual creation of the evaluation
date set, which is furthermore very small. Moreover, the evaluation of templated NER was obviously conducted on a different data set than the other two approaches (GermaNER and DBpedia Spotlight) and hence,
the comparison of the three methods it not suitable.
The results of the GermaNER as well as the DBpedia Spotlight pipeline may not reflect their actual performance. The NE types, regarded in this work are: person, organization, location, date, money value, reference,
and other. Dates, money values and references were only detected using rule-based methodologies, but incorporated into both pipelines. This already sophisticates the results. In addition, these two technologies were
not used in isolation, but utilized by the prototypical implementation of this work. Hence, system errors are
conveyed to the two tools.
The templated NER approach is only suitable for corpora, where a small number of templates define a massive number of contracts. But if that is the case, by diligently defining the template placeholders and incorporating templated NED, awesome results can be achieved. Due to this, the implementation of the templated
approaches to NER and NED are a promising approach for the semantic analysis and structuring of legal
contracts. For the future work, it could be an interesting approach to train the models of NER tools, such as
GermaNER specifically for the German legal domain. If at the same time, big evaluation data sets arise, the
NER task on German legal contracts could be improved considerably. Then the next step, would be to build
classifiers for the disambiguation of those recognized NEs, towards individual semantic models. Eventually,
this may lead to digitized and properly structured legal contracts.
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